
STATHERO LAUNCHES THE ABILITY TO PARLAY
DAILY FANTASY SPORTS AND MULTIPLY
WINNINGS FOR HEAD-TO-HEAD CONTESTS
ACROSS ALL MAJOR SPORTS

NEWS RELEASE BY STATHERO

 StatHero, the quickly-growing Daily Fantasy Sports app with unprecedented winning

percentages and an emphasis on skill over luck, has added a PARLAYS component to their

flagship head-to-head DFS game.

 StatHero is the ONLY independent fantasy sports company playable in 34 states and lets DFS

players go H2H against house lineups instead of in short-odds contests with unknown users. It ’s a

never-before-seen innovation for the fantasy sports and sports betting hybrid. StatHero players

clock a well over 50% winning percentage and it has led to a 400% month-over-month growth in

deposits. Players are betting an average of $1,700 a year, which is THREE TIMES the average

spend of industry leading apps DraftKings and FanDuel.
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PARLAYS allows players to choose two or three H2H lineups with a handful of players and multiply

their payouts. Win a 2-team parlay? Double your money. Win a 3-team parlay? Win 5X your

money! PARLAYS can be played in MLB, NFL, NBA, PGA Tour, NHL, and NCAA Football and is

available on iOS and Android.

Jason Jaramillo, Founder of StatHero: “With StatHero’s PARLAYS gameplay, daily fantasy players

have larger odds to double down on their fantasy skill. Our team has worked tirelessly to provide

players with something that has never been seen before in the fantasy space. When people take a

look at what we’re doing, they’re going to really notice how different we are.”

StatHero house lineups are displayed ahead of time, so players have the ability to study the

lineups they’ll be going against, or even buy insurance against potential injuries before gametime.

This gives players a greater opportunity to flex their skills. But the gaming app’s design is simple

enough for a casual player to jump right in and take advantage of StatHero’s unique gameplay

and unheard of payouts in this industry.

The low barrier to entry is a defining feature of StatHero and the contest gameplay mirrors the

spirit of traditional fantasy sports, so players get deeper into the games. This is a function of

StatHero’s commitment to innovation and development and PARLAYS are just the next of many

steps for the platform.

 

About STATHERO

Combining the best of fantasy sports and sports gaming, StatHero is a first of its kind daily

fantasy sports platform. The company has exploded in growth since founded in 2019 in

large part due it’s simple gameplay, low commitment and instant gratification. Stathero

uses the familiar fantasy sports based format to allow players to compete against posted

lineups across a variety of professional sports and game types including Survivor Pools,

Head-to-Head and Fantasy Parlays. Their patent pending gameplay gives players an

advantage unlike any other in fantasy sports. It’s truly daily fantasy the way it was meant

to be played - one-on-one. For more information, visit: www.stathero.com and follow us

on Twitter @StatHeroHq.
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